The purple and the cochineal
The Phoenicians were the precursors and the pioneers in the domains of arts
and in multitude of industries .They become famous also in the pottery
business, mixing metals ,the art of sculpture, in making jewelries, the industry
of the ivory and of glass. One of the most important achievements is that they
were excellent in fishing and fishing industry. Lack of the pastures let the
Phoenician therefore replace it by the generous sea products, I mean fishes
and snails. Indeed the relationship between the Phoenicians and the sea and
their interest in fishing and snails lead to the industry of the purple dye. The
land was natively known as Kina'ahu, reported in the 6th century BC by
Hecataeus under the Greek-influenced form Khna (χνα), and its people as the
Kena'ani. The word Phoenician means in the Greek language the red people.
The name Phoenician, through Latin poenicus (later punicus), comes from
Greek phoinikes, attested since Homer and influenced by phoînix "Tyrian
purple, crimson; murex" (itself from phoinos "blood red") The word stems from
Linear B po-ni-ki-jo, ultimately borrowed from Ancient Egyptian Fenkhu (Fnkhw
"Syrian people". The association of phoinikes with phoînix mirrors an older
folk etymology present in Phoenician which tied Kina'ahu "Canaan; Phoenicia"
with kinahu "crimson". The Phoenician legend says that the Tyrian Heracles
and the nymph Tyrus were walking along the beach when Heracles' dog, who
was accompanying them, devoured a murex snail and gained a beautiful purple

color around its mouth. Tyrus told Heracles she would never accept him as
her lover until he gave her a robe of that same color. So Heracles gathered
many murex shells, extracted the dye from them, and dyed the first garment of
the color later called Tyrian purple. The murex shell appears on the very
earliest Tyrian coins and then reappears again on coins in Imperial Roman
times.The Greek legend says that Helene of Troy when walking with her dog
on the coast of the sea to relax from the effort and depression caused by her
being captured, she noticed that her dog, who was coincidently treating a
snail found that its mouth was colored with purple .This ِmarine animal of the
type snails Most Murex species live in the intertidal or shallow sub tidal zone,
among rocks and coralsfamily extracts of (Murex) This genus includes many
showy members, their elongate shells highly sculptured with spines or
fronds. The inner surfaces of their ornate shells are often brightly colored
and Costly and labor-intensive dyes Tyrian purple (or royal purple) and
Tekhelet were historically made by the ancient Phoenicians using mucus from
the hypobranchial gland of two species commonly referred to as "murex",
Murex brandaris and Murex trunculus, which are the older names for
Haustellum brandaris and the Hexaplex trunculus.This dye was used in royal
robes, other kinds of special ceremonial or ritual garments, or garments
indicating high rank. It is theorized that the dye was the same dye as that
which featured prominently in the ancient Temple in Jerusalem, the clothing
of the High Priest.
The Phoenician Heracles presents formal purple to the goddess Astarte.
Indeed the operation of extraction of a little from this dye and its purification
matter were valuable. .In the Hellenistic era it was used as garments for the
kings and the princes. The Roman princes loose clothes used the purple
Aramaic priests used the purple clothes address for the religious authority,
and what Catholic garment the cardinals in our days remainder there of the
old tradition. The fast, non-fading dye was an item of luxury trade, prized by
Romans, who used it to color ceremonial robes. It is believed that the intensity
of the purple hue improved, rather than faded, as the dyed cloth aged.
Vitruvius mentions the production of Tyrian purple from shellfish. In his
History of Animals, Aristotle described the shellfish from which Tyrian
purple was obtained and the process of extracting the tissue that produced
the dye. Pliny the Elder described the production of Tyrian purple in his
Natural History The most favorable season for taking these fish [i.e.,

shellfish] is after the rising of the Dog-star, or else before spring; for when
they have once discharged their waxy secretion, their juices have no
consistency: this, however, is a fact unknown in the dyers' workshops,
although it is a point of primary importance. After it is taken, the vein [i.e.,
hypobranchial gland] is extracted, which we have previously spoken of, to
which it is requisite to add salt, a sextarius [about 20 ounces (567 grams) about
to every hundred pounds of juice. It is sufficient to leave them too steep for a
period of three days, and no more, for the fresher they are, the greater virtue
there is in the liquor. It is then set to boil in vessels of tin [or lead], and every
hundred amphora ought to be boiled down to five hundred pounds of dye, by
the application of a moderate heat; for which purpose the vessel is placed at
the end of a long funnel, which communicates with the furnace; while thus
boiling, the liquor is skimmed from time to time, and with it the flesh, which
necessarily adheres to the veins. About the tenth day, generally, the whole
contents of the cauldron are in a liquefied state, upon which a fleece, from
which the grease has been cleansed, is plunged into it by way of making trial;
but until such time as the color is found to satisfy the wishes of those
preparing it, the liquor is still kept on the boil. The tint that inclines to red is
looked upon as inferior to that which is of a blackish hue. The wool is left to
lie in soak for five hours, and then, after carding it, it is thrown in again, until
it has fully imbibed the color.Archaeological data from Tyre indicate that the
snails were collected in large vats and left to decompose. This produced a
hideous stench that was actually mentioned by ancient authors. Not much is
known about the subsequent steps, and the actual ancient method for massproducing the two murex dyes has not yet been successfully reconstructed;
this special "blackish clotted blood" color, which was prized above all
others, is believed to be achieved by double-dipping the cloth, once in the
indigo dye of H. trunculus and once in the purple-red dye of M. brandaris.
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